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B＝max [ ((2β l＋4β c－1)β l－β c )c

(β l－β c )β c L ̅ ,
2β l c

ββ c L ̅ (2β l＋√4β l

2
－2ββ c)] ,

then there exist two general symmetric Cournot-Nash equilibria 

(GSCNE).

Proof: First, solving (18) for c, we obtain,

           

c＝
β (αL ̅β c＋4β l c)±√ββ c((αL ̅)2ββ c－8β l

2
(αL ̅－c))

2β (β＋β l )
.       (19)

If there are two solutions in (19), the determinant must be 

positive, i.e.,

D＝ββ c((αL ̅)2ββ c－8β l

2
(αL ̅－c))＞0.            (20)

The sufficient condition to satisfy (20) is that  

α＞
2β l c

ββ cL ̅ (2β l＋√4β l

2
－2ββ c ), and 

β l

β c

＞
1＋2√2

4
.    (21)

Next, from the condition of the lower solution in (19) is more than 

c, the following equation must be satisfied,

β c (β l－β c )αL ̅＋(2β l－4β )β l c＋βc＞0.             (22)

The sufficient condition of (22) is that

α＞
((2β l＋4β c－1)β l－β c )c

(β l－β c )β c L ̅ , and β l＞β c .          (23)

Combining (21) and (23), we obtain the sufficient conditions in the 

statement of proposition.  Q.E.D.

The condition that α＞B and β l＞β c in Proposition 3 plays a similar 

role to those of Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 of Heller (1986). Especially, 

the latter inequality is deduced from the condition in Heller's Theorem 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 1 and 3 are 

satisfied, and then there exist two objective PSCNE. 

Proof: Substituting (24) into (12) and aggregating them to the market 

outputs, we obtain the dynamics of partial equilibria given c2 ,

c
1h

s+1
(c1

s
; c2 )＝

β l c

β
＋

A＋√A(A－8β l c )

4β
,          (25)

c
1l

s+1
(c1

s
; c2 )＝

β l c

β
＋

A－√A(A－8β l c )

4β
,          (26)

where A＝αβcI2(c1
s; c2). Since we can check that ∂c

1h

s+1
/∂c1

s＜0, 

0＜∂c
1l

s+1
/∂c1

s＜1, each function has at most one intersection with 

the 45 degree line.  Q.E.D.

The term objective means that it takes into account the indirect 

effects of c1 on r2 objectively, while firms don't take it into account 

subjectively. 

It seems that the lower objective partial equilibrium is stable as in 

Figure 4. However, it does not mean the Cournot-Nash equilibrium is 

stable. If a lower partial equilibrium c
1l

s+1
 in Figure 4 has been realized, 

then the total outputs of sector 1 decrease in the next moment. At the 

same time, the reaction curve of each firm in sector 1 shifts upwards, 

since the firms do not take it into account subjectively. Hence the 

point becomes unstable because of its instability of the lower partial 

equilibrium. Therefore, the higher partial equilibrium is realized (see 

Figure 3 and 4). In fact, the solutions of (26) at c
1l

s+1＝c1
s＝c2 and  

c
1h

s+1＝c1

s＝c2 coincide with the lower and higher GSCNE in (19), 

respectively. Hence there is an external shock at lower GSCNE, the 

equilibrium deviates from it. 

Thus, the following proposition is established.

Proposition 4. The Pareto-inferior general symmetric Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium (GSCNE) is unstable in the sense of Cournot-adjustment 

process. 
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B. Numerical Example

We have discussed the instability of lower PSCNE and GSCNE in 

the former section. Although it seems clear that both the higher 

OPSCNE and GSCNE are stable, checking them is highly complex 

and not tractable. Since the purpose of this paper is to show the 

condition of Heller’s coordination failure is not sufficient. For this 

purpose, to show a numerical example is an effective way. Hence, we 

check the local stability of the Heller's example; i.e., α＝20, βc＝1, 

βl＝2, L̅＝1, and c＝1. There are two GSCNE, one with ch＝4.20475 

and the other with cl＝1.39525. 

In this case, from (25), ∂c
1h

s+1(ch; ch)/∂c
1

s
＝－0.427191 at c

1

s
＝c2＝4.20475. 

Hence the GSCNE at c2＝ch is locally stable when the output of own 

sector deviates from the equilibrium. Next, from (17), the higher 

solution function of c2 becomes

             

c1h(c2 )＝
1

24 (80－3c2＋√9c2(c2－32)＋2176 ).          (27)

Taking the derivative of (27) with respect to c2 and evaluate at c2＝ch, 

we have∂c1h(ch )/∂c2＝－0.256925. Therefore, it is seen that the 

GSCNE is locally stable when the output of the other sector deviates 

from the equilibrium.

IV. Conclusion

It has shown that the lower general symmetric Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium is not stable in Heller's multisector Cournot-Nash model. 

Heller (1986) says that “An external shock pushed the economy 

toward the low-level state, and adjustment dynamics then placed the 

economy at E2 (which corresponds to the lower GSCNE in this paper).” 

This statement is not true if we consider the standard Cournot 

adjustment process. 

As in Cooper (1999), common knowledge of the multi-sector Cournot- 

Nash model is the following. Although there is the strategic substitute 

in each sector, the effect of complementarity of the inter-sector 

relations is high. This is the main reason of multiple equilibria. 

However, it is shown that the relations between intra- and inter-sectors 

are completely different in the case of Stone-Geary type preferences. 






